
WHY DO WE TRAIN TO LEARN KARATE-DO?

Karate Ni-sente nashi:   In karate there is no first attack, get the opponent to initiate 
then direct his attack to your advantage.  Control the action from beginning to the end 
results.  Initiate actions that results in the consequences that the initiator wants to 
evoke.  This is the vision of “Do” the vision of the way. 

Yudan nashi. Never off guard.  This concept is the principal that you have a thousand
foes and you must never let your mind be off guard to the dangers that surround you 
from all directions and causes. By developing a character that is never off guard you 
can survive the most dangerous battle or situation by avoiding it.

Ken shin ichi nyo. Body/action and mind as one. At first we train our bodies to act on
the command of our mind. Then we train our mind and body to act as one in unison. 
This can be viewed as the physical union between the mind and body to the state of 
“Mushi No mind action” This is for the development of clear waza. 

What is the meaning of “DO” in Karate-Do?:  This is for the development of clear 
waza and the training of your character for the proper conduct regardless of the 
influences of the actions and pressure of the things around us.  This is what gives you 
the resolve to go to the dojo and train when you are sick, hurt, and lazy and can’t bear 
the thought of going and training. In Japanese this is “Shinnen” Iron will. It is the first
step on the way and it leads to carrying this will over into your life outside of the dojo.
It gives you the strength and determination to develop a correct and proper character 
to live your life by and to reach your full potential and improve the society and world 
around us. 


